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The simplest kaonic nuclei KbarNN

• Many theoretical calculations

• Little experimental information

• bound or not? B.E. and width?

chiral & energy dependent B.E.[MeV] Γ[MeV]
N. Barnea, A. Gal, E.Z. Liverts(2012) 16 41
A. Dote, T. Hyodo, W. Weise(2008,09) 17-23 40-70
Y. Ikeda, H. Kamano, T. Sato(2010) 9-16 34-46

Λ(1405) ansatz B.E.[MeV] Γ[MeV]
T. Yamazaki, Y. Akaishi(2002) 48 61
N.V. Shevchenko, A. Gal, J. Mares(2007) 50-70 90-110
Y. Ikeda, T. Sato (2007,2009) 60-95 45-80
S. Wycech, A.M. Green  (2009) 40-80 40-85

B = 105±2±5 MeV
Γ = 118±8±10MeV

B = 115±6±4 MeV
Γ = 67±14±3 MeV

DISTO

FINUDA
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J-PARC E15 experiment

• two-nucleon absorption shoud be suppressed.

• hyperon decays are kinematically separated.

Invariant mass 
spectroscopy

Missing mass 
spectroscopy
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A search for the simplest kaonic nucleus K-pp

detect 
everything !!!

formation

decay

low background
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Theoretical calculations on 3He(K-,n)FORMATION SPECTRA OF LIGHT KAONIC NUCLEI BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 80, 045204 (2009)

FIG. 4. Calculated spectra for the forma-
tion of (a) K−pp in 3He(K−,n), (b) K−pn

in 3He(K−,p), (c) K−nn in t(K−,p), and
(d) K̄0pn in 3He(K−,n) reactions at TK− =
600 MeV (PK− = 976 MeV/c) are plotted as a
function of the real kaon energy at θ lab

N = 0◦ for
the s-wave chiral unitary optical potential. The
horizontal axis E indicates the real kaon energy.
Solid line shows the total spectra. Dashed,
dotted, and dot-dashed lines indicate the con-
tributions from kaon s, p, and d partial waves in
the final state, respectively. The vertical dashed
line indicates the kaon production threshold.

Because the optical potential of K−-pn is less attractive than
the K−-pp case in the subthreshold region as shown in Fig. 2,
the bump structure in Fig. 4(b) is smaller than that in Fig. 4(a).
This subthreshold bump for K−-pn formation, however, still
reflects the existence of the pole of Klein-Gordon equation
in the complex energy plane and is interesting to be studied
experimentally. In Fig. 4(c), we show the expected spectra
for the formation of the K−-nn system by t(K−,p) reaction.
As we can expect from the weakest K−nn interaction in all
systems considered here, we do not find the subthreshold
structure in the spectra in this case. We only expect to observe
a possible cusp structure at the threshold that could be a
reminiscent of bound states.

The calculated results of the formation spectra for the
K̄NN systems in Figs. 4(a)–4(c) show the characteristic
features indicating the differences of the structures and optical
potentials for the K−pp, K−pn, and K−nn systems. It would
be interesting that the measurements will be performed for all
three channels and compared each other to see the differences.
The signals appearing in the inclusive spectra as enhancements
in the bound energy region, however, are small portions of
the whole spectra in general and, thus, we also consider the
semiexclusive spectra later in this section.

Here we discuss the isospin relation among the K̄NN

formation spectra. Because we use the isospin symmetric
optical potentials as given in Eqs. (12) and (13) and we
do not consider the NN correlations, namely the isospin
dependence in the NN subsystems, in the present calculation,
the Green’s functions are same for the K−pp and K̄0nn
systems and for the K−pn and K̄0pn systems, respectively.
This means that, if there are bound states, the spectra of
the bound states are equivalent in each pair of the systems.
But, because the elementary cross section and the distortion
factor are different in each system, the formation spectra
obtained with these potentials are quantitatively different in
the magnitude. For example, we show the calculated spectrum
for the K̄0pn system in the 3He(K−,n) reaction in Fig. 4(d),
which is compared with the K−pn formation spectrum in
Fig. 4(b) calculated with the same optical potential strength.
These spectra have very similar shape qualitatively but are

different in the absolute values. We can learn the influences
of the elementary cross section and the distortion factor to the
formation spectra from these figures. We have also confirmed
that the spectrum of the K̄0nn formation in the t(K−,n)
reaction resembles that of K−pp shown in Fig. 4(a).

C. Semiexclusive spectra of K̄ N N system formation

We show in this subsection the semiexclusive (K̄,N ) reac-
tions spectra in coincident with the particle pair emissions due
to kaon absorption in K̄NN → MBN one-body processes,
where M and B indicate the octet mesons and baryons,
respectively. We indicate the spectator nucleon as N in the
final state.

First, we consider the conversion part of the formation
spectra defined in Eq. (1) with the Scon in Eq. (6) [36], which
corresponds to the (K̄,N ) spectra accompanied by the kaon
absorption. The calculated results are shown in Fig. 5 for the
four kinds of the K̄NN systems. By comparing these results
with the total spectra in Fig. 4, we have found that the spectra in
the kaon bound region are more clearly seen in the conversion
spectra.

For example, we can compare Fig. 5(a) with the Fig. 4(a)
for the K−pp formation. Because the total spectra in the kaon
positive energy region include the K− escaping contribution,
which is removed by considering the conversion, the conver-
sion spectrum in Fig. 5(a) has prominent bump structure in
the subthreshold region. Thus, by measuring the conversion
spectra, we can expect to obtain clearer signals in (K̄,N )
spectra.

Next, we proceed the step further. We calculate semiex-
clusive spectra by dividing the conversion spectra into each
particle state as formulated in Eqs. (6) and (17). The results
of the semiexclusive spectra are shown in Fig. 6 for the
K−pp system formation. As we can see from the figure,
by measuring the semiexclusive spectra, we expect further
clearer signals in the subthreshold region. Especially, the peak
structures appearing in the subthreshold region in the π#
emission spectra are prominent. This is because the K−pp
bound states are driven mainly by the strong attraction in
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FIG. 5. Conversion parts of the calculated
formation spectra of (a) K−pp in 3He(K−,n),
(b) K−pn in 3He(K−,p), (c) K−nn in t(K−,p),
and (d) K̄0pn in 3He(K−,n) reactions at TK̄ =
600 MeV (PK̄ = 976 MeV/c) are plotted as a
function of the real kaon energy at θ lab

N = 0◦

for the s-wave chiral unitary optical potential.
The horizontal axis E indicates the real kaon
energy. Solid lines show the total conversion
spectra. Dashed, dotted, and dot-dashed lines
indicate the contributions from kaon s, p, and
d partial waves in the final state, respectively.
The vertical dashed line indicates the kaon
production threshold.

the I = 0 K̄N channel with the "(1405) resonance, which
decays into the π$ state. Thus, our calculated results indicate
that the 3He(K−,n) reaction in coincident with the π$
emission by K−p → π$ one-body kaon absorption is one
of the best choice to observe the subthreshold strength of
the spectra to obtain the information on the K−pp state
formation. In the K−p and K̄0n emission channels, we have
the contributions only for the quasifree energy region, because
the K̄N emissions below the threshold are kinematically
forbidden.

In the 3He(K−,n) reaction, both the K−pp and K̄0pn
states are produced and experimentally these states cannot be
separated out in the observation of the formation spectrum.
Thus, two contributions should be summed up when we
compare the calculated spectrum with experimental obser-
vation. In the impulse approximation, the spectra for the
K−pp and K̄0pn systems are incoherently summed, and
the result is shown in Fig. 7. In this figure, we plot the
spectrum as a function of the emitted neutron energy, which
is calculated by including the recoil kinetic energy of the
kaon-nucleus system, because the kaon production thresholds

are different in the K−pp and K̄0pn systems. From the figure,
we find that the signals of the bound energy region in the
conversion spectra become smaller and less clear by including
the effects of K̄0pn formation. However, still there are certain
strength in this region, which could be observed in the
experiments.

For the comparison of the theoretical calculations of the
formation spectra with experimental observations of the K̄NN
system, it is interesting to consider semiexclusive spectra of
two-baryon emissions, which are planed to be observed in
the experiment performed at J-PARC [35]. The two-baryon
emissions correspond to the nonmesonic decays of the K̄NN
system or, equivalently, the two-nucleon absorptions of K̄ .
The nonmesonic decay of the kaonic nuclei has been recently
discussed in Ref. [51]. The semiexclusive spectra of the YN
emissions will be discussed elsewhere [52].

D. Uncertainties of theoretical spectra

To see the effects of the medium modifications of the
chiral unitary amplitudes, we show in Fig. 8 the calculated

FIG. 6. Semiexclusive spectra for the for-
mation of the K−pp system in 3He(K−,n) reac-
tions at TK− = 600 MeV (PK− = 976 MeV/c)
at θ lab

n = 0◦ for the s-wave chiral unitary optical
potential. As indicated in the figure, each figure
corresponds to the different meson (M)-baryon
(B) emission channel after one-body kaon
absorption process K−N → MB. Solid line
shows the total spectrum for each semiexclusive
channel. Dashed and dotted lines indicate the
contributions of K̄N isospin = 0 and 1 optical
potential, respectively. The vertical dashed line
indicates the kaon production threshold.

045204-8T.Koike and T.Harada. , PLB652 (2007) 262

K- + 3He →“K-pp” + n @ PK=1GeV/c, θ=0º

cross section
may be > mb/sr Σ tag may enhance the 

structure in bound region.

J. Yamagata-Sekihara et. al., 
Phys. Rev. C 80, 045204 (2009)

T.Koike,T.Harada/PhysicsLettersB652(2007)262–268265

Fig.1.Thecalculatedinclusivespectraofthe3He(in-flightK−,n)reactionatpK−=1.0GeV/candθn=0◦asafunctionoftheneutronmomentum,usingthe
YAopticalpotentialwith(V0,W0)=(−300MeV,−70MeV).Theverticaldashedlineindicatesthecorrespondingneutronmomentumofpn=1224MeV/cat
theK−emittedthreshold.Thecontributionsofpartial-waveangularmomentumstateswithL=0,1and2arealsodrawn.

Fig.2.SameasFig.1,buttheinclusivespectrumisdecomposedintotheconversionprocessesofK−+3He→n+Σ/Λ+X(dashedline),andtheescape
processesofK−+3He→n+K−+“pp”(dottedline).Notethattheconversionspectrumisidenticaltotheinclusiveoneintheboundregion.

Eq.(8)mightnotbefullyexplainedintheQFregionwherethe
3Hebreak-upprocessesofK−+3He→n+p+p+K−oc-
cur.Ontheotherhand,thisassumptionseemstoworkwellin
theboundregion;decayprocessesofK−pp→π+Σ/Λ+N

andK−pp→Σ/Λ+Nareeffectivelydescribedbytheimag-
inarypotential,ImUopt,ifwechooseanappropriateone.Such
aconversionspectruminEq.(7)expressessemi-exclusive
K−+3He→n+Σ/Λ+Xprocessesdetectingtheselected
particlesininvariant-massspectroscopyattheJ-PARCE15ex-
periment.Therefore,thetreatmentofthe“pp”core-nucleus
wouldbejustifiedinnotonlytheboundregionbutalsothecon-
tinuumregion,aslongasweconcerntheconversionspectrum.
InFig.3,weshowalsotheescapeandconversionspectraus-
ing(V0,W0)=(−350MeV,−100MeV),inordertosimulate
theresultsbyShevchenkoetal.[5].Weconfirmthatapeakof

theK−ppboundstateisbroadenedbecauseavalueofΓisso
largerthanthatobtainedbytheYApotential.Thecorrespond-
ingbumpisbarelyrecognizedinthespectrum.

Mares̆etal.[25]introducedaphasespacesuppressionfactor
f(E)multiplyingtheimaginarypartoftheK−opticalpoten-
tial.WhenapoleoftheK−ppboundstateislocatedbelow
theπΣNthresholdinthecomplexenergyplane,itswidth
wouldbenarrowerbythephasespacesuppressionbecausethe

¯KN→πΣdecaychannelisclosedthere.Severalpredictions
fortheK−ppboundstate[4,5,7,8]suggestthatitspolere-
sidesabovetheπΣNthreshold,excepttheresultsinRef.[6].
Inordertoseetheeffects,wereplaceW0byW0×f(E)in
Eq.(12).HereweassumedthattheK−isabsorbedfrom80%
one-nucleonand20%two-nucleons,asshowninRefs.[13,25].
Indeed,theheliumbubblechamberexperiment[26]suggested

V0 = -292 W0 = -107 MeV
(YA potential)
@ normal nuclear density

1400      1350      1300      1250       1200      1150       1100

bound
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J-PARC E15 1st stage physics run

• Expected physics output

• 3He (K-, n), [ & Λpn ]

• 3He (K-, p), [ 3He (K-, d) ]

• multi-nucleon absorption, hyperon production etc...

• Accumulated data

• w/ liquid helium-3 target: ~1% of original proposal

• target empty run, beam-through run, pion scattering run....

period primary beam intensity duration Kaons on target

March, 2013 14.5 kW   (18 Tppp, 6s cycle) 30 hours 0.9 x 109

May, 2013 24 kW    (30 Tppp, 6s cycle) 88 hours 4.0 x 109

production target: Au 50% loss, spill length: ~2s, spill duty factor: ~45%
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the J-PARC K1.8BR spectrometer

neutron counter
charge veto counter

proton counter

beam dump

beam sweeping
magnet

liquid 3He-target
system

CDS

beam line
spectrometer

K. Agari et. al., PTEP 2012, 02B011
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Kaon beam quality @ J-PARC K1.8BR

beam momentum 1 GeV/c

momentum bite ~ 3%

mom resolution @ 1 GeV/c 2.2 MeV/c

kaon / spill @ 24 kW 150 k

total beam / spill @ 24 kW 480 k

k/π ratio 0.45

T1-FF length 31.3 m

T1 D1
Q1 Q2

D2
Q3

Q4

IF Slit

O1 S1

Q6
Q5

CM1

ES1 (6m-long, 50kV/cm)

CM2 S2
MS1

to K1.8

to K1.1

0 10 m

FF T0

CDS

AC

BLC2a,b
BLC1a,b

D5

Q8

BHD D4
Q7

S3
D3

Kaon separation

momentum
analyzer

Kaon ID

proton
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Cylindrical Detector System

• CDC (15 layers 1816 ch) + CDH (36 seg)
• cover 60% of solid angle.

• particle ID successfully done.
• Kaon elastic event, deuterons are seen.

K-π-

π+
p d
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Cylindrical Detector System

• Design performance was achieved
• Peak positions and widths are consistent

with a simulation.

• Vertex resolution: xy ~ 2mm, z ~ 5mm

• ~ 10 MeV/c2 resolution for Λp invariant mass
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Forward Neutral particles
• Neutron Counter

• W 3.2 m x H 1.5 m

• T 5 cm x 7 layers

• ~ 30% eff. @ 1GeV/c

• acceptance: 19.4 msr
• ±6.2° (horizontal)

• ±2.9° (vertical)

K
-

CDH hit

CVC vetoBVC veto

, n

charge 
sweep out

NC hit

×
require 1 charged track 
to determine the vertex

γ peak : σ~180 ps
→ σ ~ 10 MeV/c2 @ 1 GeV/c
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very preliminary
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Summary

• We have performed J-PARC E15 1st stage physics 
run to search for the K-pp bound state.

• ~ 5 x 109 kaons were irradiated on 3He

• ~  300 x 103 neutrons from 3He(K-,n) reactions were obtained.

• Quasi-free peak was clearly seen 
in the semi-inclusive 3He(K-,n) spectrum. 

• Further analysis results will appear soon !!

• hunt small “K-pp” signal by reducing background, tagging 
decay particles etc...

• Λpn dalitz plot, forward proton channel, hyperon production

• and so on...
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